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Laser Light Show glitched.
Posted by Scathe - 31 Jul 2011 18:08
_____________________________________

Hiya,

Just imforming you all that currently laser light show if it wasnt already too op is now bugged aswell.
Everytime i was getting shot by lls it was making me hover just above ground level, I could still move
freely but what this means is that your crosshair acts like your in mid aid and you cannot aim to save
your life!

Rather frustrating when a good player uses it, as basically you cannot aim back at them. Who knows
maybe if you buy a machine gun and spray your ass off you may fluke a bullet to their head! But its
highly unlikely.

Would be good to get this resolved though.

Cheers

============================================================================

Re: Laser Light Show glitched.
Posted by Scathe - 01 Aug 2011 19:52
_____________________________________

Ahhh M3ntoz.... thats rather frustrating lol, as now it seems that Zenmonk is also doing the same thing....

I can see at some stage everything will need to go right back to the basics, followed by adding each race
one by one and physically testing each one to see which are glitched and then either fixing or removing
the problems...

I mean I dont play LLS... but I do on occasion play zenmonk.... and with this new effect i would say it
would be very unfair for anyone i shoot and hit, and that is not an OP race.

============================================================================

Re: Laser Light Show glitched.
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Posted by Liquid Snake - 01 Aug 2011 20:34
_____________________________________

Hmmmm weird that this only happens to races scathe played before maybe awesomeness syndrome
huh?? 

nah im just messing but this is completely random 

============================================================================
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